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Tender Ref No: OICL/HO/ITD/TSP/2023/01 Dated 18/09/2023 
S. 
No 

1 

2 

Appendix 2: Bill of Material 

Description 

GST Amount on above Total = 

Integration Cost with 
all Account 

Aggregators as FIP 
Integration Cost with 
One Account 

Aggregator as FlU 

ATS Cost (Annual 

Technical Support) 
Man-day cost for 
development ** 

FIU charges per data 
fetch *# 

Grand Total inclusive of GST = Rupees 

Note: 

Name: 

Quantity/Details 

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) (Rs.) 

All AAs in ecosystem 
(As on date of PO) 

Date: 

10 

Per Year 

50 man-day/ year 

(10,000 transactions 
for 3 years) 

Designation: 

Bidder should strictly follow the format given in Table. 

Signature: 

Company Seal 

Unit Rate 

NA 

NA 

RFP for Selection of Technical Service Provider 

Year (Amount in Rs) 
Y1 

NA 

NA 

The total cost should flow from the individual sheets within this Appendix. 

NA 

Y2 

All the prices of this document should flow correctly from the respective sheets. 

NA 

*this is for calculation and compare prices, payment will be made on actual basis 
**Man-day cost for development-this is only for future change request after go live, man-day cost as 
above would be considered only for arriving at the successful vendor for awarding the contract. 
However the payment would be on actual basis on the number of days the resources has been utilized. 
# Per fetch data charges payable to AA providing data to OlCL is not to be included and will be borne 
separately by OlCL with the respective AAs. 

NA 

NA 

Y3 

Any future customization/ Integration of TSP solution with OICL's own platform will have to be borne by the 
bidder. No separate change request or customization charge will be payable. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Total 

OICL reserves the right to change the quantity of items quoted above at the time of placing order. In such case 

the value of the order will be the cost of items finally opted by OICL. 

Amount 

The Bidder is responsible for all the arithmetic computation and price flows. OICL is not responsible for any errors 
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